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Abstract—As the share of renewables in the grid increases,
the operation of power systems becomes more challenging. The
present paper proposes a method to formulate and solve chance-
constrained optimal power flow while explicitly considering the
full nonlinear AC power flow equations and stochastic uncertain-
ties. We use polynomial chaos expansion to model the effects
of arbitrary uncertainties of finite variance, which enables to
predict and optimize the system state for a range of operating
conditions. We apply chance constraints to limit the probability
of violations of inequality constraints. Our method incorporates
a more detailed and a more flexible description of both the
controllable variables and the resulting system state than previous
methods. Two case studies highlight the efficacy of the method,
with a focus on satisfaction of the AC power flow equations and
on the accurate computation of moments of all random variables.
Keywords—AC optimal power flow, uncertainty, polynomial chaos
expansion, chance constraints
I. INTRODUCTION
The share of electricity generated through renewable energy
sources such as wind and solar is increasing across the
world [1]. This trend renders the operation of power systems
more uncertain and more variable, which in turn has implica-
tions on all aspects of power systems operation—prompting
a need for new and improved methods for uncertainty-aware
scheduling and control. The present paper addresses the issue
of modelling and mitigating the impact of uncertainty in
optimal power flow (OPF) problems. These problems consti-
tute an essential building block in power system operational
processes such as market clearing [2] or security assessment
[3]. Much of the existing literature has focused on modelling
and solving stochastic optimization problems based on the
DC power flow equations, including chance-constrained and
robust versions of DC-OPF [4–8]. The increasing interest in
using stochastic OPF in applications that require more detailed
modelling of reactive power and voltage magnitudes, such as
voltage control or distribution grid optimization, has inspired
the development of methods that incorporate the full nonlinear
AC power flow equations. Existing approaches include, e.g.,
chance constraints [9–14], robust formulations [15–18] OPF,
and distributionally robust approaches [19]. The handling of
the AC power flow constraints under stochastic nodal injections
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is notoriously difficult, because (i) it requires propagating
uncertainties through a set of implicit nonlinear equations; and
(ii) algorithms that provide probabilistic or robust guarantees
for constraint satisfaction often exploit convexity of the under-
lying optimization problem, which is not true for AC-OPF. The
present paper addresses both of the above issues.
Existing methods have coped with these challenges differ-
ently. For example, [9, 12, 15, 16] use convex relaxations of the
power flow constraints, allowing to use established stochastic
optimization algorithms. Since the relaxations expand the
feasible space, the solutions are however not guaranteed to be
feasible for the original chance-constrained or robust AC-OPF
problem. In [18], convex relaxations are used to provide a con-
servative estimate of the uncertainty impact, which guarantees
robust constraint satisfaction, but sacrifices performance of the
solution. The authors of [17] propose a robust AC-OPF based
on convex inner approximations, however, the method requires
controllable power injections at every node as it cannot satisfy
the nodal power balance constraints with equality. Related
approaches use a full or partial linearization of the AC power
flow equations [13, 14], where the AC power flow constraints
are linearized around an operating point and the problem is
solved using methods similar to the approaches developed for
the convex DC-OPF problem.
In the present paper we propose a tractable formulation of
chance-constrained AC-OPF that essentially satisfies the full
nonlinear AC power flow equations for generic uncertainties
of finite variance, without relying on samples, relaxations or
linearizations. Our problem formulation is based on polyno-
mial chaos expansion (PCE), a spectral method for random
variables analogous to a “Fourier series for random variables”
[20]. Polynomial chaos allows to propagate uncertainty from
the inputs to the relevant quantities such as current flows and
voltage magnitudes, while accounting for the full nonlinear-
ity of AC power flow. The accuracy of PCE-based problem
formulations as well as the computational tractability depends
on the maximum degree of the underlying polynomial basis.
Theoretically, an infinite degree is required to satisfy the AC
power flow equations exactly. However, we show by means of
experiments that the AC power flow equations can be satisfied
to high numerical accuracy for all uncertainty realizations
already with low maximum degrees of about two or three.
Furthermore, PCE facilitates moment-based reformulations of
chance constraints, since the moments of all random variables
can be computed directly from the PCE representation. In
contrast to existing methods, PCE requires no linearization or
sampling for either the moment computation or the chance-
constrained formulation.
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2The primary advantage of PCE for stochastic OPF is its abil-
ity to accurately and efficiently handle equality constraints that
involve random variables such as the full nonlinear AC power
flow equations under uncertainty. At the same time PCE also
helps enforcing inequality constraints using moment-based
reformulations of chance constraints. While several alternatives
have been explored in the literature to enforce inequality
constraints under uncertainty—such as distributionally robust
formulations where the uncertainty is modelled by a family of
distributions that have matching (first two) moments [21])—
structured methods that enforce equality constraints involv-
ing random variables remain less studied. For example, [13,
19] formulate chance-constrained and distributionally robust
chance-constrained versions of the AC-OPF, but the AC power
flow equations are satisfied only for the expected value while
deviations are modelled through a linearization. Polynomial
chaos allows a more elegant approach to AC power flow.
Polynomial chaos has been applied previously to power
system optimization. For stochastic OPF under the DC ap-
proximation it has been shown that PCE provides exact and
tractable convex reformulations [8, 22]. With AC equations,
[23, 24] apply polynomial chaos to formulate the problem.
However, [23] considers only constraints for the expected
values of generated powers, and [24] does neither account for
voltage magnitude constraints nor for line limits. Recently,
PCE has been applied to the multi-period AC-OPF problem
under uncertainty in [25]; a conic relaxation of the power
flow equations is employed together with sparse regression to
compute the PCE coefficients, based on the method from [23].
All works [23–25] lack a thorough probabilistic analysis of
the satisfaction of the AC power flow equations, as well
as a validation of the moments (mean and variance) of the
power system state variables, such as line currents and bus
voltages magnitudes. The present paper aims to close that
gap. The contributions are as follows: (i) a framework to
formulate chance-constrained AC-OPF using PCE as a one-
shot optimization problem, accounting for voltage magnitude
and current magnitude limits, but without relying on samples,
relaxations or linearizations; (ii) investigation of AC power flow
satisfaction for varying maximum degrees of the PCE basis;
and (iii) validation of accuracy of moments, and comparison
to linearized AC power flow. (iv) validation of empirical
constraint satisfaction via in- and out-of-sample tests.
Paper organization: Section II discusses the power system
model, the uncertainty model, and the chance-constrained OPF
problem. Section III introduces PCE and its advantages for AC-
OPF. Section IV applies PCE to chance-constrained OPF, and
provides a tractable reformulation. The case studies (for a 5-
and 30-bus system) from Section V demonstrate the efficacy
of the proposed approach.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Power System Model
Consider a connected N -bus electrical network represented
by its set of bus indices N = {1, . . . , N}, and its set of line
indices L ⊆ N×N . At each bus i ∈ N , we define the complex
power si = pi + jqi, where pi and qi are the net active power
and reactive power respectively. The bus voltages are defined
in rectangular coordinates, with vrei and v
im
i denoting the real
and imaginary voltage components, respectively. The voltage
magnitudes are given by vi =
√
(vrei )
2 + (vimi )
2. In steady
state the electrical network is governed by the nonlinear AC
power flow equations, here given in rectangular form,
pi =
∑
j∈N
Gij(v
re
i v
re
j + v
im
i v
im
j ) +Bij(v
im
i v
im
j − vrei vimj ),
qi =
∑
j∈N
Gij(v
im
i v
im
j − vrei vimj )−Bij(vrei vrej + vimi vimj ),
(1)
for all buses i ∈ N . The matrix Y = G+ jB ∈ CN×N is the
bus admittance matrix, which accounts for bus and line shunts
as well as transformer tap ratios. For ease of presentation, the
AC power flow equations (1) are written as a nonlinear system
of algebraic equations g : R4N → R2N
g(p, q, vre, vim) = 0. (2)
In (2), the ith element of p, q, vre, vim ∈ RN is pi, qi, vrei , vimi
for all buses i ∈ N . For simplicity of notation, we assume
each bus i ∈ N connects to one controllable generation unit
pgi and one uncontrollable power injection p
u
i ,
1
pi = p
g
i + p
u
i , qi = q
g
i + q
u
i , ∀i ∈ N . (3)
B. Power System Model with Uncertainty
The power systems model (1)-(3) assumes a given and fixed
set of power injections. However, power systems operation
is influenced by uncertain factors such as fluctuations in
temperature, wind speeds, or solar irradiation, which translate
into uncertainty in system loading and renewable energy
generation. In this paper, we differentiate between the exoge-
nous drivers of the uncertainty, such as temperature or solar
irradiation, and other random quantities that are functions of
these exogenous drivers, such as load or solar PV production.
The exogenous drivers are modelled through a generic random
vector ω = [ω1, . . . , ωNω ]
> with Nω ∈ N, and a corresponding
set of possible realizations Ω ⊂ RNω . This random vector ω is
referred to as the stochastic germ. To account for uncertainty
in the AC power flow equations, the uncontrollable power
injections pui and/or q
u
i at bus i ∈ N are modelled as random
variables that are (known) functions of the stochastic germ ω
pui , pui (ω), qui , qui (ω), ∀i ∈ N . (4a)
In our notation, sans-serif variables such as pui , q
u
i represent
random variables. Realizations of these random variables for
a given outcome ω ∈ Ω are written as pui (ω) or qui (ω) to
emphasize the functional dependency on the stochastic germ ω,
although often pu, qu will be used for compactness of notation.
The size Nω of the stochastic germ ω might be significantly
lower than the size N of the uncertainties pu, or qu. For
example, consider temperature as a driver of load uncertainty:
If a region is hit by a cold spell or a particularly hot day,
1Multiple units at one bus can be easily handled by using matrices that map
each generator or uncertainty source to their respective buses.
3the variation in temperature tends to affect many loads in the
region, albeit to different degrees.
In the following we assume that all occurring random
variables have finite variance
V[ωj ],V[p
u
i ],V[q
u
i ] <∞, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , Nω},∀i ∈ N , (4b)
where V[·] denotes the variance. This assumption holds in the
context of power systems operations, since all quantities are
bounded by practical limits such as installed power capacity.
The assumption (4b) allows us to handle fairly general cases
without imposing any restrictive assumptions on the uncer-
tainty distributions, for example Gaussian.
A consequence of the uncertainty model (4) is that all
variables describing the network (p, q, vre, vim) become random
vectors (p(ω), q(ω), vre(ω), vim(ω)). In other words, different
realizations ω ∈ Ω define different realizations of the uncertain
injections (pui (ω), q
u
i (ω)) according to the model (4). This
again leads to different realizations of the net active/reactive
powers (p(ω), q(ω)) and voltages (vre(ω), vim(ω)), consistent
with the system behavior described by the AC power flow
equations (2). Put differently, the uncertainties (pu(ω), qu(ω))
are propagated through the power flow equations (2)
ω
(4)⇒ (pu(ω), qu(ω)) (2)⇒ (p(ω), q(ω), vre(ω), vim(ω)). (5)
Mathematically, the random variables from (5) are defined by
the AC power flow
∀ω ∈ Ω :

0 = g(p(ω), q(ω), vre(ω), vim(ω)), (6a)
p(ω) = pg(ω) + pu(ω), (6b)
q(ω) = qg(ω) + qu(ω). (6c)
The set of equations (6) can be interpreted as an algebraic
equations on random variables. The formulation (6) requires
the AC power flow equations to hold for arbitrary uncertainty
realizations ω. The challenge of modelling the behavior of the
nonlinear system and enforcing the AC power flow equations
under uncertainty is a key aspect addressed in this paper.
C. Chance-constrained Optimal Power Flow
In our formulation the goal of chance-constrained OPF (CC-
OPF) is to minimize the expected cost of generation, while
satisfying the AC power flow equations for any realization of
uncertainty and while guaranteeing that engineering constraints
such as voltage magnitude and line current limits will hold up
to a pre-specified probability, i.e.
min
pgi,q
g
i,v
re
i ,v
im
i
E
[∑
i∈N
fi(p
g
i )
]
subject to (7a)
g(p, q, vre, vim) = 0, (7b)
p = pg + pu, q = qg + qu, (7c)
P
(
x ≥ xmin) ≥ 1− εx, x ∈ {pgi , qgi , vi}, (7d)
P(x ≤ xmax) ≥ 1− εx, x ∈ {pgi , qgi , vi}, (7e)
P(ii−j ≤ imaxi−j ) ≥ 1− εi, (7f)
vimiθV = 0, ∀i ∈ N , ∀ij ∈ L. (7g)
Problem (7) minimizes the expected cost of active power
generation (7a). Constraints (7b), (7c) are the power flow
equations in terms of random variables, see (6); in other words,
the AC power flow equalities hold for all realizations of the
uncertainties. We consider technical limits on the generator
active power pgi and reactive power q
g
i , as well as constraints on
the voltage magnitudes vi in (7d), (7e), and line current mag-
nitudes ii−j in (7f).2 These constraints are enforced as chance
constraints with respective acceptable violation probabilities
εp, εq, εv, εi ∈ [0, 1]. The voltage angle reference is set to
zero for all realizations of the uncertainty by (7g). An implicit
assumption in this paper is that there exists a (high-voltage)
solution of the power flow equations for all uncertainty realiza-
tions, and that (7b), (7c) models this (high-voltage) solution.
Further, we observe that the generation dispatch will change
as a function of the uncertainty realization, giving rise to
an infinite number of variables in formulation (7). While we
discuss how we obtain a finite dimensional representation of
the optimization problem, the formulation applied in this paper
does not assume any particular form of generator response.
Specifically, it is not limited to, e.g., automatic generation
control or other affine control policies common in the literature
[4].
D. Solution Approach
In its present form Problem (7) seems intractable owing
to infinite-dimensional decision variables, infinite-dimensional
equality constraints, and chance constraints that are numeri-
cally challenging to evaluate. We tackle these challenges by
expanding all random variables appearing in Problem (7),
using a polynomial basis that is orthogonal with respect to
the probability measure P. This approach is called polynomial
chaos expansion (PCE) [20, 26]. Polynomial chaos allows to
reduce the infinite-dimensional constraints in (7) to a set of
algebraic equations in the coefficients of the basis polyno-
mials (so-called Galerkin projection [20, 26]). This way, the
infinite-dimensional constraints can be satisfied up to arbitrary
numerical accuracy by choosing an appropriately large degree
of the polynomial basis, thus bypassing the need for linear ap-
proximations, restrictive assumptions on the uncertainty, and/or
Monte-Carlo simulations. Furthermore, polynomial chaos also
allows to compute moments of random variables efficiently
without having to sample. Thus, it allows to formulate the
tasks of uncertainty propagation, moment computation, and
optimization elegantly as a single problem; i.e. we reformu-
late (7) as a one-shot finite-dimensional optimization problem.
III. INTRODUCTION TO POLYNOMIAL CHAOS EXPANSION
This section gives a brief overview of polynomial chaos
expansion, focusing on its advantages for CC-OPF. Clearly, the
here-given introduction to PCE is non-exhaustive; we refer to
[20, 26] for a more detailed treatment.
2Based on the complex line current from line i to line j which is ii−j =
yij(ek − em) + jbshijei with the complex voltages ei, ej , branch admittance
yij , and shunt susceptance bshij .
4A. Polynomial Chaos Expansion
Polynomial chaos is a Hilbert space method for random vari-
ables that allows a structured representation of uncertainties
in terms of deterministic, so-called PCE coefficients. Consider
Nω independent random variables ωi of finite variance for
i = 1, . . . , Nω . The random vector ω ∼= [ω1, . . . , ωNω ]> is
called the stochastic germ. Consider the Nω-variate polynomi-
als {ψk}∞k=0 that are orthogonal with respect to the probability
measure P(ω), such that
E[ψ`ψk] = 〈ψ`, ψk〉 =
∫
ψ`(ω)ψk(ω)dP(ω) = γ`δ`k, (8)
for all `, k ∈ N0. In (8) the scalar γ` is positive, and δ`k is the
Kronecker-delta. Notice that every polynomial ψk = ψk(ω)
is itself a random variable. The orthogonal polynomials are
indexed such that their degrees are non-decreasing. We define
ψ0 = 1 as the zero-order polynomial. Polynomial chaos expan-
sion allows any real-valued random variable of finite variance
that is a function of the stochastic germ ω to be expressed as
a linear combination of the orthogonal polynomials {ψk}∞k=0.
Specifically, the PCE of the random variable xˆ is given by
xˆ =
∞∑
k=0
xkψk with xk =
〈x, ψk〉
〈ψk, ψk〉 ∈ R. (9a)
The scalars xk are the so-called PCE coefficients.3 For numer-
ical implementations the infinite sum (9a) is truncated after
K + 1 ∈ N terms. In this case, we obtain an approximation x
of the original random variable xˆ,
xˆ ≈ x =
∑
k∈K
xkψk with K = {0, . . . ,K}. (10a)
The truncation error ‖xˆ− x‖ is orthogonal to x and decays to
zero for K →∞ in the induced norm ‖ · ‖, see [20, 26].
B. Uncertainty Propagation and Moment Computation
We describe how PCE can be used to (i) propagate un-
certainties through (nonlinear) equations, and to (ii) compute
moments of output variables.
1) Uncertainty Propagation: Consider a given random vec-
tor x that is mapped/propagated to the random vector y
according to h(x, y) = 0. If the PCE coefficients xk of x are
known, the coefficients yk of y can be determined by (intrusive)
Galerkin projection; i.e. by projecting onto all orthogonal bases
functions ψj [20, 26]
∀j ∈ K : 0 =
〈
h
(∑
k∈K
xkψk,
∑
k∈K
ykψk
)
, ψj
〉
=: hj(x0, . . . , xK , y0, . . . , yK).
(11)
Hence, the Galerkin projection (11) allows to solve the stochas-
tic problem h(x, y) = 0 by means of (K+1) deterministic
and tractable relations hj(·). The projection error attains a
minimum in the induced norm ‖ · ‖ and decays to zero for
K →∞ [20, 26].
3For an Rn-valued random vector z, the PCE representation is obtained by
taking the PCE of every component, such that we obtain Rn-valued vectors
of PCE coefficients zk ∈ Rn.
2) Computation of Moments: The moments of a random
variable x can be expressed as deterministic functions of the
PCE coefficients xk. For example, the expectation E[x] and the
standard deviation σ[x] are
E[x] = x0, σ[x] = V[x]
1/2 =
( ∑
k∈K\{0}
γkx
2
k
)1/2
, (12)
which follows from orthogonality of the basis according to (8).
C. Construction of Polynomial Basis
For each component ωi of the stochastic germ ω, let
{ψ(i)k }Ndk=0 be the univariate basis of orthogonal polynomials
ψ
(i)
k (ωi) with respect to P(ωi), with the degree of ψ
(i)
k equal
to k. Then the multivariate PCE basis with respect to the
combined stochastic germ ω ∼= [ω1, . . . , ωNω ]> of maximum
degree Nd is given by
{ψk}Kk=0 ≡
{∏Nω
i=1 ψ
(i)
ki
: 0 ≤∑i ki ≤ Nd}. (13)
Notice that the dimension of the multivariate basis {ψk}Kk=0
is given by K + 1 = (Nω +Nd)!/(Nω!Nd!).
To better explain how a multivariate basis is constructed
from a set of univariate bases, we provide a simple example.
Example 1 (Bivariate basis of degree at most 2). Consider
a bivariate stochastic germ ω with Nω = 2. For each ωi
let the respective univariate basis {ψ(i)k }Kik=0 have degree
Nd = 2, where i ∈ {1, 2}. Each univariate basis has
dimension Ki + 1 = 3 such that {ψ(1)k }2k=0 = {1, ψ(1)1 , ψ(1)2 },
and {ψ(2)k }2k=0 = {1, ψ(2)1 , ψ(2)2 }, from which the bivariate
basis of degree at most Nd = 2 is constructed as
{ 1︸︷︷︸
deg=0
, ψ
(1)
1 , ψ
(2)
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg=1
, ψ
(1)
2 , ψ
(1)
1 ψ
(2)
1 , ψ
(2)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg=2
} =: {ψk}Kk=0.
Hence K = 5, which is in accordance with (13). 
It is desirable to choose a PCE basis that allows an exact
representation of a random variable at a low polynomial degree
Nd, as the dimension (K+1)—and hence the computational
burden—grows rapidly with the degree Nd. For several univari-
ate continuous random variables the corresponding orthogonal
bases are well known and can be used off-the-shelf. For exam-
ple, Hermite polynomials correspond to Gaussian distributions,
Jacobi polynomials to Beta distributions, Laguerre polynomials
to Gamma distributions [20]. These random variables admit an
exact univariate PCE with a basis of maximum degree Nd = 1
in the respective bases of dimension K+1 = 2. In other
words, random variables that follow Gaussian/Beta/Gamma
distributions require only two PCE coefficients to be modelled
exactly, i.e. there is no error in (10). In case the random
variable is not Gaussian/Beta/Gamma, but reasonably similar,
the respective bases may still be used at the expense of having
to add higher-order coefficients. For arbitrary random variables
of finite variance it is still possible to find the orthogonal basis
such that two PCE coefficients suffice to model the uncertainty
exactly.
5Table I. REFORMULATIONS OF POWER FLOW EQUATIONS AND MOMENTS IN TERMS OF PCE COEFFICIENTS.
Rectangular power flow in terms of PCE coefficients with i ∈ N , k ∈ K
〈ψk,ψk〉(pgi,k − pui,k) =
∑
j∈N
∑
k1,k2∈K〈ψk1ψk2 , ψk〉(Gij(v
re
i,k1
vrej,k2
+ vimi,k1
vimj,k2
) + Bij(v
im
i,k1
vrej,k2
− vrei,k1v
im
j,k2
))
〈ψk,ψk〉(qgi,k − qui,k) =
∑
j∈N
∑
k1,k2∈K〈ψk1ψk2 , ψk〉(Gij(v
im
i,k1
vrej,k2
− vrei,k1v
im
j,k2
)− Bij(vrei,k1v
re
j,k2
+ vimi,k1
vimj,k2
))
Moments of squared line current magnitudes with ij ∈ L, vreij,k = vrei,k − vrej,k , vimij,k = vimi,k − vimj,k
E[i2i−j ] = |ybrij |2
∑
k∈K〈ψk,ψk〉((vreij,k)2 + (vimij,k)2)
σ[i2i−j ]
2 = |ybrij |4
∑
k1,k2,k3,k4∈K〈ψk1ψk2ψk3 ,ψk4 〉(v
re
i,k1
vreij,k2
vrei,k3
vreij,k4
+ 2vreij,k1
vreij,k2
vimij,k3
vimij,k4
+ vimij,k1
vimij,k2
vimij,k3
vimij,k4
)− E[i2
i−j ]2
Moments of squared voltage magnitudes with i ∈ N
E[v2i ] =
∑
k∈K〈ψk,ψk〉((vrei,k)2 + (vimi,k)2)
σ[v2i ]
2 =
∑
k1,k2,k3,k4∈K〈ψk1ψk2ψk3 ,ψk4 〉(v
re
i,k1
vrei,k2
vrei,k3
vrei,k4
+ 2vrei,k1
vrei,k2
vimi,k3
vimi,k4
+ vimi,k1
vimi,k2
vimi,k3
vimi,k4
)− E[v2i ]2
Mathematically, this amounts to constructing polynomials
that are orthogonal with respect to the probability density that
describes the uncertainty. This procedure is applicable to both
discrete and continuous densities [26]. If the uncertainty is
instead described in terms of samples (for example historical
data samples), one can proceed by first fitting a density
function to the data points. Subsequently, the basis can be
constructed either through Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization,
the Stieltjes procedure, or the Chebyshev algorithm [27].
IV. CHANCE-CONSTRAINED OPF USING PCE
Having introduced CC-OPF in Section II, and PCE in Sec-
tion III, we now reformulate the CC-OPF Problem (7) as a
one-shot optimization problem, namely Problem (22).
1) Power Injection Uncertainty via PCE: As seen in Sec-
tion III, a continuous random variable can be represented in
terms of its deterministic PCE coefficients. Given a polynomial
basis {ψk}k∈K with K = {0, . . . ,K} that is orthogonal with
respect to the probability measure P(ω), we can represent the
nodal power injection uncertainty from (4) by
pui =
∑
k∈K
pui,kψk, q
u
i =
∑
k∈K
qui,kψk ∀i ∈ N , (14a)
where pu, qu may follow any distribution with finite variance.
2) Uncertainty Propagation for AC Power Flow: As de-
scribed in Section II-A, uncertainty in power injections leads
to all network variables (p, q, vre, vim) behaving as N -valued
random vectors (p, q, vre, vim). We hence model all the network
variables using PCE in a common multivariate basis,
x =
∑
k∈K
xkψk ∀x ∈ {pi, qi, vrei , vimi , pgi , qgi}, ∀i ∈ N , (15)
where xk is the kth PCE coefficient of the variable x, while
the basis polynomials {ψk}k∈K are the same for all variables.
Characterizing all the network random variables involves un-
certainty propagation through the nonlinear AC power flow
equations, which is in general challenging. As described in
Section III-B1 it is a main advantage of PCE that it allows
to perform this task efficiently using Galerkin projection.
The Galerkin projection (11) applied to the linear equality
constraints (7c) and (7g) is straightforward,
pk = p
g
k + p
u
k, qk = q
g
k + q
u
k, v
im
iθV ,k
= 0, ∀k ∈ K. (16)
Notice that the Galerkin projections (16) are exact, i.e., the pro-
jection errors are zero. Finally, Galerkin projection is applied
to the AC power flow equations (7b), following the approach
in [23]. The resulting 2N(K+1) deterministic equations are
listed in Table I. The Galerkin-projected power flow remains
structurally equivalent to deterministic power flow from (1),
i.e. the equations are quadratic in the real/imaginary parts of
the bus voltages and their sparsity pattern is preserved. The
scalar products 〈ψk1ψk2 , ψk〉 from Table I can be computed
offline using Gauss quadrature. As described in Section III-A,
truncating the PCE at finite K incurs a truncation error.4
The error can be made as small as desired (see descrip-
tion below (10)) by increasing K at the cost of increased
computational burden. However, as demonstrated in the case
studies (Section V), low maximum degrees and hence low PCE
dimensions suffice to satisfy the power flow equations to a
practical level of accuracy.
3) Cost Function: We consider convex quadratic costs
fi(p
g
i ) = c2,i(p
g
i )
2 + c1,ip
g
i , (17)
with c2,i > 0 for every bus i ∈ N . The expected cost E[fi(pgi )]
per bus from (7a) written in terms of PCE coefficients becomes
E[fi(p
g
i )] = c2,i
∑
k∈K
γk (p
g
i,k)
2 + c1,ip
g
i,0 =: f˜i(p
g
i,k), (18)
with γk = 〈ψk, ψk〉. Notice that the cost function f˜i(pgi,k)
remains quadratic, but with respect to the PCE coefficients.
4) Chance Constraint Representation: We reformulate the
chance constraints (7d)-(7f) based on information about their
first two moments [13, 28, 29]. For example, the generation
constraint in (7d) becomes
pming,i ≤ E[pgi ]± λ(εp)
√
V[pgi ] ≤ pmaxg,i , (19)
where λ(εp) > 0 is chosen based on knowledge about the
random variable pgi . For example, in case p
g
i is Gaussian,
the reformulation (19) is exact with λ(εp) = λΦ(εp) :=
Φ−1(1−εp), where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function
of a standard Gaussian [5, 6]. Owing to the nonlinearity of the
AC power flow, the resulting propagated random variables for
CC-OPF (7) are, however, non-Gaussian in general. Regardless,
the distribution of those variables is often close to a Gaussian
in practice. This is due to a concentration phenomenon similar
to the central limit theorem [28, 30], making λΦ a good
heuristic that we employ in the following [13]. In case the
Gaussian heuristic is unsatisfactory, other choices of λ can
4 This error is not related to any approximation of the AC power flow. It
stems from the finite truncation of the employed PCE basis.
6be used to enforce so-called distributionally robust chance
constraints that hold for a family of probability distributions
rather than one specific distribution. As these choices require
weaker assumptions (such as symmetry and/or unimodality
of the distribution) they become more conservative [28, 29].
Alternatively, the parameter λ can be chosen numerically via
cross-validation or through online adaptive methods [31].
The moment-based reformulation (19) is particularly suit-
able with PCE as moments can be directly obtained from the
PCE coefficients, see (12). Thus, constraint (19) becomes
pming,i ≤ pgi,0 ± λ(εp)
√∑
k∈K\{0} γk(p
g
i,k)
2 ≤ pmaxg,i . (20)
The reformulation of the other chance constraints for the gen-
erator reactive powers (7d)/(7e) follows the same procedure.
The chance constraints for voltage magnitudes vi (7d)/(7e) and
line current magnitudes ii−j (7f) are replaced by constraints
on their squared magnitudes and the corresponding first and
second moment. The magnitude chance constraints become
(vmini )
2 ≤ E[v2i ]± λ(εv)
√
V[v2i ] ≤ (vmaxi )2, (21a)
E[i2i−j ] + λ(εi)
√
V[i2i−j ] ≤ (imaxi−j )2. (21b)
The expressions for the moments are given in Table I. The
reason for using the moment-based reformulation on v2i and
i2i−j instead of vi and ii−j is that for the former, the moments
can be obtained directly as an analytic function of the moments
of vre and vim (Table I), whereas for the latter, obtaining the
moments will require additional equality constraints.
5) Tractable Reformulation: The reformulations (15)-(21)
allow to cast the chance-constrained OPF (7) as a finite-
dimensional nonlinear program (NLP) with the PCE coefficients
as decision variables
min
pgi,k,q
g
i,k,v
re
i,k,v
im
i,k
∑
i∈N
f˜i(p
g
i,k) subject to (22a)
Galerkin-projected power flow from Table I, (22b)
pming,i ≤ pi,0 ± λ(εp)σ[pgi ] ≤ pmaxg,i , (22c)
qming,i ≤ qi,0 ± λ(εq)σ[qgi ] ≤ qmaxg,i , (22d)
(vmini )
2 ≤ E[v2i ]± λ(εv)σ[v2i ] ≤ (vmaxi )2, (22e)
E[i2ij ] + λ(εi)σ[i
2
i−j ] ≤ (imaxi−j )2, (22f)
vimiθV ,k = 0, ∀k ∈ K,∀i ∈ N , ∀ij ∈ L. (22g)
The solution to Problem (22) allows for straightforward a-
posteriori uncertainty propagation by means of a simple func-
tion evaluation, see (5)). This can be used, e.g. to determine
appropriate generator set-points. That is, let ω be the realiza-
tion of the uncertainty, then with PCE a-posteriori uncertainty
propagation (5) becomes
ω⇒
∑
k∈K
(puk, q
u
k)ψk(ω)⇒
∑
k∈K
(pk
?,qk
?,vrek
?,vimk
?)ψk(ω) (23)
where the superscript (·)? denotes the solution to (22). To
evaluate (23) means to evaluate the basis polynomials ψk at the
realization ω, and then to multiply by the PCE coefficients—
which is computationally cheap.
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(a) Modified 5-bus test case. (b) Probability density of
demand at bus 2.
Figure 1. 5-bus test case and uncertainty model.
Table II. PARAMETERS FOR 5-BUS TEST CASE.
Bus i c2,i c1,i pmaxg,i q
max
g,i v
min
i v
max
i Line i-j i
max
i−j
1 14 2 1.5 1.275 0.9 1.1 1-2 1.04
2 - - - - 0.9 1.1 1-5 0.87
3 11 3 4.3 3.9 0.9 1.1 2-3 0.78
4 14 4 9.9 1.5 0.9 1.1
5 13 1 1.5 4.5 0.9 1.1
V. CASE STUDIES
Next, we demonstrate the practicability and advantages of
PCE for stochastic optimal power flow. In particular we study
the numerical accuracy of the AC power flow equations for
varying maximum degrees; the accuracy of the moments;
the empirical violation probability of selected inequality con-
straints both for in-sample and out-of-sample tests; and the
shape of the generation policies.
In the case studies all numbers are given in per-unit (p.u.)
for a base MVA of 100. Simulations were carried out on a
standard desktop computer with 16 GB RAM and an i7-4770
CPU, and implemented in Julia using JuMP with Ipopt as
NLP solver. We initialized the NLP (22) as follows. The
zero-order PCE coefficients were set equal to the solution
of the deterministic OPF problem with the uncertainties set
to their expected values, while the higher-order coefficients
were set to zero. The solution of the deterministic OPF also
provided an initial guess for the active set of (22). To improve
computational tractability, we applied a constraint generation
method to solve the NLP. First, we solve the NLP including
only the constraints that were active for the deterministic
problem. Second, we check a posteriori whether the obtained
solution satisfies all constraints. If a constraint is violated, we
add the violated constraint to the problem, and solve the NLP
again.
A. Satisfaction of AC Power Flow Constraints
As described in Section IV-2, there is a trade-off between the
accuracy of AC power flow satisfaction and the PCE dimension
(K+1), which dictates the computational complexity. Since
keeping the order K low is desirable, we investigate what is
the smallest PCE degree that is sufficient for the AC power flow
constraints to be satisfied up to a practical level of accuracy.
These tests are performed on the 5-bus and 30-bus test case.
1) 5-Bus Test Case: We consider a modified version of the
5-bus test from [32], shown in Figure 1a. We neglect the shunt
elements, consider a quadratic cost function, and assume that
the voltage magnitude at the slack bus 4 is constant at one. The
7Figure 2. Relative probability of maximum AC power flow violation for
polynomial bases of degree at most Nd ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} for 5-bus system.
line current limits are set equal to the per-unit MVA ratings.
Other relevant parameters are summarized in Table II.
The active power demand at bus 2 is uncertain and follows
a Beta distribution with support [l, u] = [0.50, 2.25] and
shape parameters (α, β) = (2, 2), pu2 = −pd2 with pd2 ∼
B([0.50, 2.25], 2, 2), with E[pd2] = 1.375 and σ[p
d
2] = 0.391.
The PCE coefficients are [pu2,0, p
u
2,1] = 1/(α+β) [βu+αl, u−l].
The probability density function is plotted in Figure 1b. Since
the uncertainty is one-dimensional, the stochastic germ is
equal to ω∼B([0, 1], 2, 2), and the Jacobi polynomials provide
the corresponding orthogonal basis [20]. For the chance con-
straints, we enforce ε = εp = εq = εv = εi = 0.1, and we set
the inequality constraint parameter to λ(ε) = λΦ(ε) = 1.2816,
see Section IV-4.
We consider a single univariate source of uncertainty. Hence,
the dimension and the maximum degree of the basis are linked
by K+1 = Nd+1, implying that the number of constraints
grows linearly with the maximum degree Nd. We draw 10 000
realizations of the uncertainty, and for each realization we
compute the values of all remaining variables based on (23).
To quantify the error in the AC power flow satisfaction, we
compute the∞-norm of (2) for these realizations, and compare
it against its ideal value of zero. The relative probability of
‖g(·)‖∞ is shown in Figure 2, where the different lines cor-
respond to different maximum degrees Nd of the polynomial
basis. As expected, a larger maximum degree Nd—hence a
larger PCE dimension—leads to lower maximum AC power
flow violations. There is a sharp decrease in the power flow
inaccuracies from Nd = 1, with errors between 1 E-3 and
2 E-3, to Nd = 2 with errors approximately at 4 E-4. Further
increases in the degree decrease the error even more, but
not considerably. The order of PCE necessary for sufficient
accuracy depends on the effective nonlinearity in the power
flow equations. For example, in case of DC power flow, it is
known that PCE with degree Nd = 1 is exact [8]. The fact
that in our experiments a PCE basis of degree 2 has a small
error shows that a degree of 2 is enough to capture the level
of nonlinearity of the AC power flow equations for typical
levels of uncertainty. The solution times for the NLP (22) are
0.45 s, 0.84 s, 0.67 s, 2.6 s for maximum degrees 1, 2, 3, 4,
respectively.
2) 30-bus Test Case: We consider a modified version of the
30-bus test case [32]. The shunt elements are neglected for
simplicity, and the voltage magnitude at slack bus 1 is assumed
constant at one. The line current limits are set to the nominal
values of the per-unit line ratings, except for two lines where
Table III. MAX. AC POWER FLOW VIOLATION FOR 30-BUS SYSTEM.
Maximum degree Nd 1 2 3
Maximum power flow violation 3.8548E-5 3.66973E-6 2.34221E-8
NLP time in seconds 0.6 10.6 239.2
the capacity is reduced from 16 to, imax15-23 = 11, and i
max
25-27 = 12.
Reducing the capacity on those two lines makes for a more
interesting case, as several line current limits become binding.
We introduce a stochastic germ ω comprised of four distinct
sources of uncertainty, two Beta distributions (one symmetric,
one non-symmetric) and two normal distributions as described
in Table VI. The stochastic germ ω is used to represent load
uncertainty at six buses i ∈ U = {2, 3, 4, 24, 10, 21}, as listed
in the last column of Table VI. For each bus i ∈ U , the
uncertain load is modelled as pui = −pdi with E[pdi ] =
pd, nomi , σ[p
d
i ] = s · pd, nomi , where pd, nomi is the nominal value
of the active power demand taken from the case file [32], and
the relative standard deviation s > 0 describes the standard
deviation as a fraction of the nominal load.
First, we fix the relative standard deviation s = 0.15 and the
risk level ε = 0.15. We verify the satisfaction of the power
flow equations for varying maximum degrees Nd ∈ {1, 2, 3},
according to the procedure from the 5-bus test case. Due
to space constraints we provide only the maximum power
flow violation across all samples in Table III. Graphically
this corresponds to the right-most value in Figure 2 of every
plotted line. Table III supports the findings from the 5-bus
system—increasing the degree leads to higher accuracy of the
power flow equations and degree 2 provides sufficient accuracy
in practice. Notice that overall the power flow equations are
more accurate for the 30-bus system compared to the 5-bus
system. As the 5-bus system is more meshed, the effect of the
uncertainty is greater there—even though there is just a single
source of uncertainty.
B. In-sample Tests
In this section we investigate the capability of PCE to reduce
the constraint violation probability to below an acceptable
level. Since our chance constraint reformulation is based on
the first and second moments of the uncertainty, we first assess
their accuracy when computed with PCE. We then assess the
ability of the method to limit the level of constraint violations.
1) Accuracy of Moment Computation: The quality of the
moments is essential for the reformulations of the chance
constraints, which is evident from (19) and (21). We com-
pare the accuracy of the PCE-based moments with moments
obtained from the full nonlinear AC power flow equations,
and a linearized version of the AC power flow equations
used in the literature [13]. The variables in the AC power
flow equations are divided into independent variables—real
and imaginary voltage at the slack bus, active power and
voltage magnitude at the PV buses and real and reactive power
injection at the PQ buses—and dependent variables, which
consist of the rest. Each realization of the uncertainty ω fully
specifies the independent variables: the real and reactive power
consumption of the uncertain loads are determined by ω, and
the active power and voltage magnitude at the PV buses are
adjusted according to the control policy given by (23).
8Table IV. ERROR IN THE COMPUTED MOMENTS FOR THE PCE METHOD (PCE) AND THE LINEARIZATION METHOD (LIN) FOR 30-BUS SYSTEM.
pg qg v ii−j
AC vs. s ‖∆µ‖∞ ‖∆σ‖∞ ‖∆µ‖∞ ‖∆σ‖∞ ‖∆µ‖∞ ‖∆σ‖∞ ‖∆µ‖∞ ‖∆σ‖∞
0.05 1.8 E-5 0.6 E-5 1.7 E-5 0.7 E-5 0.3 E-5 0.4 E-5 5.1 E-5 3.9 E-5
0.10 10.1 E-5 0.4 E-5 2.0 E-5 2.0 E-5 2.2 E-5 1.0 E-5 33.4 E-5 5.7 E-5PCE
0.15 2.9 E-5 19.8 E-5 10.7 E-5 6.4 E-5 3.8 E-5 1.1 E-5 19.3 E-5 12.1 E-5
0.05 431.2 E-5 4.0 E-5 0.131 81.1 E-5 108.4 E-5 2.3 E-5 4901.5 E-5 104.0 E-5
0.10 411.0 E-5 12.9 E-5 0.136 294.3 E-5 105.8 E-5 7.5 E-5 4812.1 E-5 196.3 E-5lin. AC
0.15 387.6 E-5 7.0 E-5 0.146 700.3 E-5 101.8 E-5 17.1 E-5 4715.7 E-5 348.1 E-5
‖E[pg]AC‖∞ ‖σ[pg]AC‖∞ ‖E[qg]AC‖∞ ‖σ[qg]AC‖∞ ‖E[v]AC‖∞ ‖σ[v]AC‖∞ ‖E[ii−j ]AC‖∞ ‖σ[ii−j ]AC‖∞Reference 0.5800 0.1132 0.3829 0.0038 1.0792 0.0012 0.3951 0.0100
Table V. EMPIRICAL CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION, COST, AND EXPECTED POWER FLOW VIOLATION FOR MAX. DEGREE Nd∈{1, 2} FOR 30-BUS SYSTEM.
Maximum degree Nd = 1 Maximum degree Nd = 2
PF violation PF violation
s ε pmaxg,3 p
max
g,4 i
max
21-22 i
max
15-23 i
max
25-27 Cost E[·]/1 E-3 pmaxg,3 pmaxg,4 imax21-22 imax15-23 imax25-27 Cost E[·]/1 E-3
0.05 0.9495 0.9499 0.9436 0.9514 0.9490 599.25 0.0640 0.9494 0.9499 0.9424 0.9526 0.9483 599.25 0.0009
0.10 0.9026 0.9015 0.8954 0.8959 0.8980 599.24 0.0618 0.9022 0.9012 0.8953 0.8961 0.8980 599.24 0.00070.10
0.15 0.8514 0.8507 0.8812 0.8515 0.8489 599.24 0.0601 0.8515 0.8506 0.8808 0.8516 0.8487 599.24 0.0006
0.05 0.9494 0.9499 0.9388 0.9486 0.9475 599.38 0.1502 0.9494 0.9500 0.9381 0.9511 0.9473 599.38 0.0042
0.10 0.9028 0.9015 0.8938 0.8937 0.8969 599.36 0.1421 0.9030 0.9015 0.8927 0.8941 0.8969 599.36 0.00290.15
0.15 0.8514 0.8502 0.8488 0.8427 0.8486 599.35 0.1373 0.8515 0.8501 0.8484 0.8426 0.8485 599.35 0.0024
Table VI. STOCHASTIC GERM AND AFFECTED BUSES.
ωj Distribution Polynomial basis Affected buses
1 B([0, 1], 2, 2) Jacobi 2, 3
2 B([0, 1], 2, 5) Jacobi 4
3 N(0, 1) Hermite 24
4 N(0, 1) Hermite 10, 21
For the 30-bus test case and a maximum degree of Nd = 2,
we compare three sets of moments: (i) The PCE moments
(E[·]PCE, σ[·]PCE) obtained directly from (12). (ii) The moments
for full AC power flow (E[·]AC, σ[·]AC) obtained by drawing
uncertainty samples, determining the value of the independent
variables in a similar fashion as for PCE, and then solving
the full AC equations to determine the value of the dependent
variables. (iii) The moments of the linearized AC power flow
(E[·]lin, σ[·]lin) obtained via sampling, but the dependent vari-
ables are determined using a first-order Taylor approximation
around the operating point corresponding to E[ω].
If sufficiently many samples are used in the Monte Carlo
simulations, the moments obtained from the full AC equations
(E[·]AC, σ[·]AC) can be considered as ground truth. The quality
of the PCE and linearization is given by the ∞-norm of the
error relative to the AC solution. For the active power we
compute the error by comparing the expected value via PCE
to the expected value via the full AC power flow as
‖∆µ‖∞ = ‖E[pg]AC − E[pg]PCE‖∞. (24)
The error in the standard deviation σ for the PCE method,
as well as the expected value and standard deviation for the
linearization method are evaluated analogously.
Table IV summarizes the results for varying relative standard
deviations s of the load, and for a total of 10 000 Monte
Carlo samples of the full AC power flow. We observe that
PCE performs significantly better than the linearized power
flow, with PCE giving errors that are orders of magnitude
smaller. We observe that PCE errors (≈1 E-5) are also small
relative to the reference values in the last row of Table IV,
implying that PCE is quite accurate for all considered values
of the relative standard deviation s. Table IV also shows that
the reactive power behaves more nonlinearly than the active
power, leading to larger errors in the reactive power estimation
for the linearized power flow. Particularly the mean values
are poorly estimated. Since the accuracy of the reformulated
chance constraints requires accuracy in both mean and standard
deviation, PCE is expected to be superior in enforcing chance
constraints compared to the linearized AC power flow.
2) Chance Constraint Satisfaction: Next, we investigate
how the maximum degree Nd affects constraint satisfac-
tion. Table V summarizes the results for maximum degrees
Nd ∈ {1, 2}, considering relative standard deviations s∈
{0.10, 0.15} and violation probabilities ε∈{0.05, 0.10, 0.15}.
The empirical constraint satisfaction is computed from 10 000
samples, evaluated using the full AC power flow equations.
From Table V we observe that for both Nd = 1 and Nd = 2
there are no significant violations of the chance constraints,
i.e., the empirical constraint satisfaction is close to the spec-
ified level 1−ε. There are several smaller inaccuracies i the
enforcement of the chance constraints that may be attributed
to the uncertainty being non-Gaussian, however, this effect
appears to be small. The empirical constraint satisfaction for
the two maximum degrees Nd = 1 and Nd = 2 is similar,
although Nd = 1 yields slightly lower constraint satisfaction
compared to Nd = 2. This may be because for Nd = 1 we are
not able to capture the skewness of the distributions as well
as for a maximum degree Nd = 2. Table V also shows the
expected power flow (PF) violation. Consistent with our results
in Section V-A, the expected power flow violation for the
maximum degree Nd = 1 is considerably larger compared to
Nd = 2, e.g. 0.1502 E-3 vs. 0.0042 E-3 for the relative standard
deviation s = 0.15 and the violation probability ε = 0.05.
To summarize, a higher maximum degree Nd ensures more
accurate satisfaction of the power flow equations and of the
chance constraints.
C. Out-of-sample Tests
Since it is frequently hard to obtain accurate estimates of the
probability distributions in practical applications, we are also
interested in understanding the out-of-sample performance of
the method. To assess the out-of-sample performance, we test
9the solution of (22) against distributions that are different from
what we assumed when solving (22). In the following, we
will refer to the uncertainty assumed within (22) as modelled
uncertainty, and the uncertainty we test against as actual
uncertainty.
We compute the solution of (22) for the stochastic germ
from Table VI with a relative standard deviation s = 0.15
and a risk level ε = 0.15, and for varying maximum degrees
Nd ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Each of these three solutions—which have
the same modelled uncertainty but vary in the maximum
polynomial degree—is stored and tested against two different
actual uncertainties with respect to AC power flow and chance
constraint satisfaction.
1) Correct Distribution – Inaccurate Standard Deviations:
First, we perform out-of-sample test where the actual un-
certainty belong to the same family of distributions as the
modelled uncertainty (see Table VI), but where we have an
inaccurate estimate of the standard deviations. In this case,
the actual uncertainties still follow Beta and Normal distri-
butions, but we scale the relative standard deviation of the
actual uncertainty, such that we have three standard deviations
{0.5s, s, 1.5s}, which are smaller, the same and larger than the
assumed standard deviation. We include the case for which the
actual uncertainty is equivalent to the modelled uncertainty to
have a means of comparison.
The left plot of Figure 3 shows the maximum power flow
violation among 10 000 samples for varying maximum degrees
Nd ∈ {1, 2, 3} as a function of the relative standard devia-
tion s. For the same value of the relative standard deviation s
the AC power flow satisfaction reduces greatly as the maximum
degree increases. This is consistent with the results from
Section V-A. On the other hand, the accuracy of the power
flow equations appears fairly insensitive to inaccuracies in the
standard deviation s. For example, for the maximum degree
Nd = 2 the maximum power flow error is in the range of
1 E-6 for all values of the relative standard deviation s.
The variation of the empirical chance constraint satisfac-
tion for different standard deviations is shown in the right
plot of Figure 3 for the upper branch flow limit of the
line connecting buses 21 and 22. We observe that empirical
constraint satisfaction decreases with increasing values of s.
Conversely, the constraint satisfaction appears is not dependent
on the maximum degree Nd. It is not surprising that the
empirical violation probability is sensitive to the inaccuracies
in standard deviations, as the standard deviation enters directly
into the expressions for the reformulated chance constraints.
The increase in constraint satisfaction to more than 95 % for
0.5s stems from the smaller support of the actual uncertainty
relative to the modelled one.5 On the other hand, positive
perturbations such as 1.5s increase the support beyond what
was assumed in the reformulation, hence constraint violations
are more frequent.
2) Inaccurate Distributions – Correct Standard Deviation:
In our second set of experiments, the actual uncertainty
5Technically, the support is only smaller for the Beta distribution while
it remains the real axis for Gaussians regardless of ν, but numerically the
samples for the Gaussian distributions will have a smaller support.
Figure 3. Correct distribution, inaccurate standard deviations – power flow
violation and constraint satisfaction for varying maximum degrees.
Figure 4. Inaccurate distributions, correct standard deviation – power flow
violation and constraint satisfaction for varying maximum degrees.
matches the first two moments of the modelled uncertainty, but
the underlying family of distributions is different. Specifically,
the stochastic germ for the actual uncertainties is set to the uni-
form distribution ωj ∼ U([0, 1]) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} in the first
experiment, and to the Beta distribution ωj ∼ B([0, 1], α, β)
with shape parameters α = β = 3 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} in the
second experiment. Both of these cases are compared to the
case for which the actual uncertainty matches the modelled
uncertainty.
The left plot of Figure 4 shows the maximum power flow
violation for varying maximum degrees Nd ∈ {1, 2, 3} for the
three different actual uncertainties. The exactness of the AC
power flow still decreases with increasing the maximum de-
gree, but the decrease is not as significant as the decrease seen
in Figure 3. The empirical constraint satisfaction, however, still
seems fairly insensitive to the maximum degree, although the
desired level of 1 − ε = 0.85 % is met only for the case in
which actual and modelled uncertainty coincide.
Based on the in-sample and out-of-sample tests we draw the
following conclusions: (i) Increasing the maximum degree Nd
leads to more accurate AC power flow, with Nd = 2 giving a
good trade-off between exactness and computational overhead.
The accuracy remains sufficiently high even when the actual
distribution is different from the modelled distribution. We
also conclude that the accuracy is more sensitive to estimation
errors related to the family of distribution rather than to the
parameters of the distribution. (ii) The chance constraints are
satisfied almost to the same extent irrespective of the maximum
degree Nd. It is much less sensitive to the PCE degree than it
is to errors in the estimated distribution.
D. Generation Policies
The solution to the PCE provides a generation control policy
which can be evaluated for any realization of uncertainty
to provide guidance on how to redispatch generators in a
economically efficient and safe manner. The PCE generator
policies for active and reactive power obtained for the 5-
bus test case, see Section V-A1, are shown in Figure 5 for
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Figure 5. Optimal active/reactive power policies for 5-bus test case.
maximum degrees Nd ∈ {2, 3}. The modelled uncertainty
follows the Beta distribution from Figure 1b.
We observe that all policies from Figure 5 are non-affine,
and that the policies obtained with Nd = 3 are more curved.
The policies show a significant curvature around pd2 = 1.1 for
active power and pd2 = 1.7, for reactive power, which happens
to be the point where an inequality constraint becomes binding.
Overall, the reactive power policies have higher curvature than
the active power policies owing to stronger nonlinear behavior
of reactive power. We also observe that the upper generation
limit pmaxg,3 = 4.3 can be violated by the policy. However,
this will be sufficiently unlikely to happen to not exceed the
acceptable chance constraint violation probability.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The present paper proposes a tractable reformulation of
chance-constrained AC-OPF using polynomial chaos expansion
(PCE). PCE allows consideration of the full AC power flow
equations, and it facilitates moment-based reformulations of
chance constraints. The presented approach requires neither
sampling, linearizations nor relaxations. The efficacy of the
approach is demonstrated for a 5-bus and a 30-bus system.
Our results indicate that a maximum degree Nd = 2 for
the orthogonal basis provides sufficiently accurate solutions
to the AC power flow under uncertainty, at a manageable
computational cost.
In future work, we will investigate the connection between
PCE-based solutions and established control policies such as
AGC, AVR. We would also like to address the question of differ-
ent cost functions, including e.g., reactive power or risk-averse
minimization of cost variance. To address scalability to larger
power grids, we will investigate tailored algorithms to solve
the reformulated optimization problem by, e.g., exploiting the
sparsity of the nonlinear program. Basis-adaptive sparse poly-
nomial chaos should be investigated [33], where, starting from
a low-dimensional basis, basis polynomials are added only
when they are truly needed. Moreover, the effect of adding
higher moments to the reformulated chance constraints could
provide better reformulations. It would also be interesting to
investigate how polynomial chaos relates to distributionally
robust chance constraints, perhaps merging the advantages of
both approaches. Finally, N-1 security constraints could be
incorporated.
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